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Tower: Accelerometers

Transition piece: Resistive strain gauges

Monopile: Optical fiber Bragg gratings

Measurements at Nobelwind campaign are 
focused on subsoil range



Monopile: Optical fiber Bragg gratings

Mounted prior to installation of pile

Four lines circumferentially arranged

Measurements at Nobelwind campaign are 
focused on subsoil range



Fibers are installed prior to erecting the 
monopile
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Virtual sensing techniques available

Modal decomposition and expansion 
approach

Estimating instead of measuring subsoil



Virtual sensing technique available

Requirements:

Mode shapes including components at 
estimation locations

Small set of measurement sensors

Estimating instead of measuring subsoil

Virtual 
Sensor



Virtual sensing as an alternative for subsoil 
measurements?
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Choice:

1st & 2nd mode shape from operational 
modal analysis: Mixed mode shapes

acceleration measurements on 3 tower 
levels 



Modal decomposition step

Assumption: Modal coordinates q valid 
over entire structure

𝒒 𝑡 = Φ𝑚
† 𝒂𝑚 𝑡

Modal coordinates relate input 
measurements and output estimations

Mode 
shapes

Acceleration 
measurements

Measure-
ment
Sensors



System can be decomposed to the action of 
different uncoupled modes



Modal decomposition step

Assumption: Modal coordinates valid 
over entire structure

System can be decomposed to the action of 
different uncoupled modes
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Modal expansion step

Assumption: Modal coordinates q valid 
over entire structure

𝜀𝑝 𝑡 = Φ𝜀𝑝ℒ
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Virtual 
Sensor

Measurements are expanded to virtual sensor 
locations

Measure-
ment
Sensors

Mode 
shapes

Modal 
coordinates



Virtual 
Sensor

Additional use of strain sensor for low 
frequent loading

Measure-
ment
Sensors

Dual-band approach

Strain gauge for low frequent 
estimation, above accelerometer

time

strain Complete estimationQuasi-static 



Estimated time series show good agreement 
with measurements

Wind speed = 15.0 m/s TRAC = 0.9970



Estimated time series show good agreement 
with measurements

Wind speed = 15.0 m/s TRAC = 0.9866
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Fatigue assessment is necessary to evaluate 
strain estimation 

4 days of 10 min. time frames assessed

Rainflow counting

Linear damage accumulation

Damage equivalent stress range DEL



Fatigue estimations shows worse results than 
time history reconstruction

Above mudline below mudline

Wind speed

DEL

Wind speed

DEL

Estimation

Measurement 



Fatigue estimations above mudline 
underestimate small cycles

Wind speed = 15.0 m/s

Sensor height = -17 m LAT

Rel. error on DEL = 9.24%



Fatigue estimations subsoil show an increased 
error on large cycles

Wind speed = 15.0 m/s

Sensor height = -35 m LAT

Rel. error on DEL = 55.39%



Validation of virtual sensing on subsoil strain 
data of an offshore wind turbine

Measuring subsoil is a complex and costly task with 
considerable risk of failure

dynamic strains over the entire structure can be estimated 
by combining mode shapes with acc. measurements

Fatigue estimations over 4 days showed an averaged error 
of ~10% for locations above mudline and ~30% below




